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A ct. A new algorithm for generating all ordered trees on n nodes, is developed. It is a 
nonrecursive algorithm which, without any assistance of codewords or any other combinatorial 
representation, directly generait-; all trees on PS nodes, in average time 0( 1) per 
transforms one tree into another in the following wpny: it finds a unique transfo 
performs one node degradation operation, folfowed optionally by one path 
average length of path to be compressed is lest :%I #. There is a coding of trees in whick the 
algorithm produces trees in the lexicographic 
1. Intnwiuction 
Many interesting algorithms were elaborated for generating ordered and binary 
trees on n nodes. In all referenced papers [l-S], whose authors obtain O(1) time 
per tree, the generating is done using combinatorial representations. Our algorithm 
works directly on computer representations of the tree (using link arrays LEFC 
MOST-CHILD, RIGHT-SIBLING and LEFT,SIBLING) without any assistance of code- 
words, and has also O(1) time per tree. 
At each iteration a transforming node x is chosen and the left sibling of RIGHT- 
MOST-CHILD(X), say y, becomes the leftmost child of the RIGHTMOST-CHILD(X), 
i.e., one node degradation is performed. Optionally, the path from the root to node 
x is compressed, i.e., all its members and the children of x become children of the 
root (see Fig. I). 
It is shown that the compressed path has length k for (&_k -&+-1) ordered 
trees, where & denotes the number of all ordered trees on i nodes. 
course of the tree generation the path compression is performed (b,+ - 1) times 
and the total length of the compressed path is given by the formula: 
b,+b,+* . l +6n-I-n+2. 
The average length of t 
ive 
uces another ordered tree. First, we arrange the nodes of the tree in 
root n 
n-l 
Fig. 1. Tree transformations. (a) Node degradation at x (b) Path compression at x Nodes are labeled 
with their y~tordpr p Ations. 
er, and identify them with integers 1,. . . , II. Then a search for a transforming 
node x is performed. There are two possible cases: 
(a) The root n has at least two children. Then x = n is the transforming node. 
the node degradation at x (see Fig. l(a)). 
(b) The root n has on Then we walk down until a node x is found 
which has at least the node degradation at x and then 
path compression at x is perfo d (see Fig. l(b)), i.e., all children- of x and 
es x~+l,..., n - 1 become children of n. 
Note that the postorder numbering is preserved after the NEXT-TREE operation. 
transformation has one ordered tree which is not in its domain. Namely 
XT-TREE cannot be applied linear tree (see Fig. 2) sin- in case (b) the 
required node x does not exist. do not care about this exception, because we 
e linear tree to be the last tree in the generating process. 
es 
s root, nodes 1,2,...,n-1 are 
n 
n-l 
Fig. 2. Linear ordered tree. 
(2) fori=2to&do 
(a) apply NEXT-TREE to T; 
(b) output T. 
In Fig. 3 there are I4 ordered trees on 5 nodes ( bS = l4), generated by the algorithm. 
Figure 3 shows that the method is: 
(a) illustrative and easy to perform by hand on a blackboard; 
(b) correct for n = 5. 
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Fig. 3. Genmating all ordered trees on five nodes (codewords have the form 
number of children of the ith node) (“-+*’ indicates “to tram 
It only remains to be proved that GENERATE is correct for any n, and to 
an implementation which takes O(1) time per tree. These are the topics of 
two sections. 
The NEXT-TREE operation can be easily inverted. Namely, a PREVKNXLTREE 
operation is defined as follows: We look for a transforming node. As before, there 
are two possible cases: 
(a) The node n -1 has at least one child. Then we take y = 
LEFTMOST_CHILD(~ - 1) and make it the lefi sibling of n - 1. 
(b) The node n - 1 has no children. Then we walk to the left, visiting its siblings, 
until we reach a node x - 1 which has at least one child. Let y be the lenmost child 
of x - 1. Then we make y the lefi sibling of x - 1, and x - 1 itself together with all 
its siblings to the left now become the children of x, while x + 1, x +2,. . . , n - 1 are 
decompressed creating the linear subtree with root rr, i.e., n - 1 is the only child of 
n, n-2 of n-l,...,x-1 of X 
PIPEVIOUS_TREE cannot be defined either for a single tree, namely for the one 
which has nodes 1,2,. . ., n -1 as children of n. We have chosen this tree as a 
starting point for GENERATE. 
Note also that NEXT-TREE has no fixed points, i.e., its output is always different 
from its input. 
So far, we have learned that NEXT-TREE is a one-to-one operation with exactly 
one element, say f, in its range which is not in its domain, and with exactly one 
element, say s, its domain which does not belong to its range. 
In this situation, since we deal with a finite domain, if we start from s and iterate 
NEAT_TREE, then we have to reach X eventually. But this does not mean that we 
have to cover all ordered trees on n nodes during this walk. It may happen that 
such an operation applied to yet another element , and then iterated, would lead 
again to f, i.e., cycles are possible. But, fortunately, this is not the case for NEXT-TREE. 
will construct an ind-function which is’ defined for all ordered trees with the 
property for each tree if T’ = NEXT_TREE( T), then ind( T’) > ind( T). 
erty, of course, exclude e possibility of cycles. All the above consider- 
ations can be summarized in a somcvJhat more formal way with the folio 
Let G be a one-to-one function defined in a finite domain X -{f } with 
nd let ind be a real-valued function with domain X which, 
indfx) < ind( G(x)). Let also k be the number of elements 
n iterative sequence: 
Xl = s, x- 1+1 = ( 1 x- I ¶ i=l,2 ,..., k-l. 
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We now define the in nction for the set of all o s on n nodes and 
G = NEXT-TREE. We assume, of course, the vial cifse of n> 1. 
Tbe ordered tree whose nodes are ed in postorder from 1 to n (i.e., 
W ntify before, the set of nodes with i ears from 1 to n). Let P be any node 
in T, To i we assi a number d,* defined as follows: $ .is equal to the number of 
children of i No at dl is always zero. Then we have the definition of our index 
function: 
ind( T) = dgP-3+ d3nnB4+ l l l + d,,....g + de_, . 
Let T’= NEXT_TREE( T). There are two cases in the definition of NEXT-TREE. In 
case (a): 
&I-, =d,_,+1,d;_2=d,,_2 ,..., d;=d,. 
Thus, ind( T’) = ind( T)+ 1 > ind( T). In case (b), let r be the number of chil 
before the NEXT-TREE operation. Then 
dft,~=dn-~-l,...,d~+~=d~+~-l, d:=d,-r, 
d:_,=d,_,cl, d:_2=dx_2 ,..., d$= 
Therefore, 
ind(T’)-ind(T)~nn~x~~n~“‘~~nn’“~2~. . e-n-1. 
But rsn-2 and 
m n-x-1 + nnmxe2 + . . l +n+1~(n-2)n”‘““+(n”‘“-‘-1)/(n-1)<n”’”. 
Hence, ind( T’) -ind( T) CO, and this concludes the proof of correctness. By the 
way, we see that the codeword (d2,. . . , dn_l), which uniquely determines the ordere 
tree, is changed in one step of the tree generation in the lexicographic way. 
4. Time analysis of the algorithm 
At each iteration NEXT-TREE performs one node degradation and optionally one 
path compression. The node degradation could be executed in O(1) time since 
y = LEFUIBLING(X - 1). Note that we have assumed that the operations LEFT- 
MOST_CHILD,RIGHT_SIBLING, and LEFIXIBLING areavailable. ress- 
k n requires time which is proportional to the length of the p 
We will present our average case analysis in a series of facts. 
. GENERATE perfo s the path compression b,_ 1 - 1 times. 
f. The path compression is needed on!y if n - 1 i 
the subtree rooted in n - 1 is an ordere 
any ordered tree on n - 1 nodes, then, making its root the only 
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an ordered tree on n node 
exists a one-to-one corresp 
which require path compression and the set of orde 
the number of ordered trees on n - 1 n 
to subtract he final tree where NEXTLTREE cannot be applied. 
As in Fact 1. EI 
3. GENERATE perjbm a pa compression of length k (bn_k - bn_& times 
(k=l ,.**., n -2). 
f. Follows directly from Fact 2, c) 
. 73e total ength of all compressed s by GENERATE is equal to b2 + b3 + l l 9 + 
b ._,-n+2. 
f. The total length of all compressed 
*x2 k(b n-k -b,_,_, )=b2eb3+=. 
k=l 
paths is 
a-!-b,_,-n+2. 0 
et 5. The average length of all compressed paths is less than g. 
We use the well known formula: 
bn = bn-lbl+ bm_2bz+ bn_sb3+* l l + bBbn-s+ 62bn-2+blbn-l. 
We transform the right-han side to a smaller value: 
b,~b,-r+b,-z+(b2+b3+~ l +b,_,). 
us, the total length of all compressed paths is bounded as follows: 
b,+b,+m l l +b*_r-n+2~b,-b,-,-bn-2-n+2~ 
Therefore the average length is be;lnded by 
(bn-bn-,-bn-2) 1 ha-, ha-2 = ---- 
b” b, bn l 
1 
-1 >$ -2 =x5 ee, t vera is 
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